SENIOR MOBILE DEVELOPER iOS (M/F)

★ Luxfactory is an Economic Advisor and Innovation Partner for startups, SME and big
compagnies. For more than 25 years now, we have been improving our offer to meet the
market best standards. Luxfactory is also specialized in digitalization. As a certified Fit4digital
consultant by Luxinnovation, we offer SME audits granted by Luxinnovation. Luxfactory is also
IT consultants’ provider and IT material reseller, new or second-hand in the framework of
circular economy. Luxfactory is a major actor of innovation in Luxembourg: as an incubator,
we have been able to host high potential startups to help them grow through 4 programs and
Luxfactory is every year official organizer of the Luxembourg National Pavilion at the
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas ★
For our customer, based in Luxembourg we are looking for Senior Mobile Developers iOS to
build his mobile development pole.

Your tasks







Follow the UX designs and convert them as features on our iOS app.
Ensure the performance, quality, and responsiveness of application.
Collaborate with the team to define, design, and ship new features.
Work closely with various stake-holders like UI designers, cross-functional teams and
product management teams and strive to deliver good quality product.
Perform detailed analysis and technical designs, create technical documents and be
active participate in design reviews.
Code, test, integrate, document and release software adhering to technical and
quality standards

Requirements



Proficient with Swift 5+.
Experience working with BLE protocol, BLE peripherals and iOS core Bluetooth
framework.









Familiarity with offline RESTful APIs to connect iOS application to back-end services.
Knowledge of other web technologies and UI/UX standards
Understanding of Apple’s design principles and interface guidelines
Experience with performance and memory tuning
Familiarity with cloud message APIs and push notifications
Proficient understanding of Git and familiarity with continuous integration
5 plus years’ experience in Swift coding

